ABSTRACT. Let T = (ju) u çjd be a semigroup of measure preserving transformations on a measure space (Q, f, ji). The main result of the paper is the proof of a.e. convergence for the moving averages
For a proof see [2] .
To make the connection with the cone-condition (see condition C) below) used in [4] and [5] we mention that: for a given sequence of cubes {I n = [v w , v n + er n )} n =\,". in $ { (i.e. v n G S\, r n G Z+, r" > 1) the conditions B) and C) below are equivalent.
B) There is a constant Z? such that for any cube I=[a,a + re), a G Z The proof of the equivalence goes as in [1] . In this paper only the condition B) restricted to Z+ will be used (see the definition of a ^-sequence below).
3. In this section we prove the main result of the paper: Theorem 3.3. As it has been mentioned before, the key step is Theorem 3.1 below. For the case of dimension one (d = 1) it is possible to give a different proof of Theorem 3.3. This may be done by making use of the existence of exact dominants for these processes. However, this proof can not be extended to higher dimensions (see [2] , Section 5.1). . A l (u) = u t ; =l c i
<ifj<r. Making use of these properties and the fact that Fis a nonnegative superadditive process we obtain the following inequalities
We also notice that Combining these two results we obtain:
Taking K -->• 00 gives the desired inequality.
• REMARK. We will now prove the a.e. convergence for multidimensional additive moving averages. This result is Theorem 2.1 in [5] , therefore we only sketch a proof and add the identification of the limit function, which we will need for the proof of Theorem 3.4. We also used the notation e, = (5()i=i,...,</,^ = j n . / . Using
we obtain
Clearly p/i(a;) = 0 and pf 2 (u) < 2\\f 2 \\oo < 2s. Now notice that
Therefore for a given a > 0
by making use of the above inequalities and choosing e appropriately we can make /i({o; | pfQJ) > a}) arbitrarily small. This ends the proof of a.e. convergence.
To prove the other statements in Theorem 3.2 it is enough to consider/ > 0. The
This proves the r-invariance of the limit function. To prove JA^ = SA f VA E I and li(A) < oo it is enough to prove J n h = J Q f when /z(Q) < oo. If /LX(Q) < oo it is easy to see that the sequence #r#/" is uniformly integrable and so we have Li-norm convergence to, necessarily, h. Then J*Q/ = JQ /* follows from j n #)-#/" = JQ/-For details see [6] p. 10.
• REMARK. The same results are true when H is an additive process on $ m and the sets /" are replaced by the sets I n nS m . This follows by using the natural bijection between S m and Si. When fi(Q) < oo, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that the limit function h is independent of the ^-sequence of cubes {/"} with #I" -• » oo. PROOF. Define
we/ then G is an additive process on $j and F -G a nonnegative superadditive process on 3V Then by Theorem 3.2 it is enough to assume, for the a.e. convergence, that F is nonnegative.
Let e > 0, using Lemma 2.1 find m G Z+ such that 
Let a, e > 0 and find m G Z+ as above, /.e. 7(F) < 77-JF4 + e. We obtain the
To prove the rest of the statements of the theorem it is enough to consider that F is nonnegative. We use the notation F{u) -lim^oo ^-Fi n ((J). We will follow the ideas in Because 77 was arbitrary this gives the Li-norm convergence of ^-Fj n to h°°, and this ends the proof.
• 4. In this final section we present a counterexample related to the material in Section 3. We also state a local theorem.
The following counterexample is related to an alternative definition for the moving averages in the superadditive setting. In [3] and [6] , for example, the following type of superadditive process is considered:
{S/i}/i=0,l,2,...,So = ^ S w :Q-^Li(Q,^,/x)and r:Q->Qa measure preserving transformation such that:
• '):
r * y=o r* y=v t L y=o y=o In the superadditive version, the left-hand side of (4.1) can be written as follows: Using (4.2) we obtain S n / 1 sup-< -.
n>\ " 3
By making use of the definitions it can be seen that where B is a constant independent of/ and |>4| denotes the Lebesgue measure of the measurable set ,4 Ç R d
. For the sake of simplicity we will drop the adjective "continuous" from now on. We now prove the maximal inequality that we will need for the local theorem. We show below that, a.e. in u, there exists r + 1 (r = r(o;)) an integer such that J4,H.I(CJ) = 0. Suppose we have done f-steps in the recursion. Let 8 = miny=i v ..^v |^/| then \Gt\ > 8 > 0 for i = 1,..., t. Therefore
, we conclude that t is finite a.e. Then A\(uS) Ç |J/=i G/ for some integer r = r{uS). Take # G J, then:
where we used or|^i(o;)| < B3 d Fi(cj) a.e.
•
We conclude with the sketch of a derivation of the moving local theorem. We only present a sketch because the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.9 in [2] ; the difference is that the maximal inequality used there (Theorem 4.2 in that paper) is replaced by our more general Theorem 4.3.
We first introduce some notation. We define lim^o I q = 0 by: Va > 0 there exists qo > 0 such that I q QJ a = [0, ea) G ^ for all q < q$. The notation q -lim indicates that the the limit is taken along the rational numbers (see [6] p. 230). We will call a process • G" is singular; i.e. for each e > 0 there is a number £ > 0 and a set /? G 7 such that /i(Q \R)<£ and such that /# G" d\i < 31/| whenever / G ^ and / Ç J,. The proof of a.e. convergence for G' and G" is done as in Lemmas 4.11 and 4.12 in [2] and making use of Theorem 4.3 as we did above for the process F'. m
